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 Fradkin covers the story of one court trail and the US govenrment's coverup.Checks in Nevada in
the 1950's & 60s pass on fallout that effected an incredible number of Americans for decades to
come.
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This is an excellent book... My 91 year previous father was very near to the 15 MT Castle-Bravo
explosion flying within an old C-47 radio relay plane. A lot of us who grew up in the 1950's were
subjected to higher than normal will of ionizing radiation because the fallout plumes from NV
crossed a large segment of the central area of the nation...didn't even await the count to watch
out the windowpane". I've often wondered just how much "acceptable" radiation he was
subjected to. Asked how many times they checked his film badge, he told me "by no means".
When asked, he says "I just believed I was a lifeless man. This reserve does an excellent job of
exposing how much our authorities really didn't value or safety, and just why JFK pushed for the
atmospheric check band treaty. If our government voluntarily do that, you know that it needed
to be BAD. Nice read! This is an excellent book. Jude Children's Hospital and all the cancer
treatment centers in this nation...Edgar Hoover told Eisenhower "Eik, you are just the President
... We still breathe that those contaminants which includes all of the vaporized ( a gas) metal and
rock and dirt causing illnesses as witnessed in areas like St... This Pulitzer Price nominated book
is a must for everyone's library.after Eisenhower wanted them to stop. Fallout: An American
Nuclear Tragedy Good researched and well written.Definitely worth reading. excellent excellent I
got this book for my dad and he couldn't overcome it. Based on your perspective of atomic
bombs you can get irked at all the examining and subsequent danger imposed on People in
america by our armed service. All that warmth blew around the world along with dangerous
alpha and beta contaminants. He was in Nevada if they were examining the atomic bombs and
this not only validated what he do but informed him of the horrors of individuals exposed.It was
very informative and well-written.Very informative and a great look at what our government
really thinks folks. Depending on your point of view of ... Most amazing ! He was fascinated and
read it and reread it. This book is very well detailed in exposing the dangerous showers of
radioactive particles and gamma radiation which has zapped us leading to huge increases in
tumor and other diseases in the us. The A-bomb was (is definitely) a huge cause of global
warming which didn't begin until following its creation. These explosions (over 1500 count since
1945) each with a heat as great or higher than the sun has done employment on world
temperature - more that cars! I believe this is usually one of his favorite all time books.the
(atomic weapons) tests will keep going on". This book is crucial to read for anybody who still
believes that the US President gets the ultimate power. The story this books tells will piss you off.
If everybody read it, we might be capable of geting rid of nuclear in all forms including nuclear
power vegetation. Four Stars I like it Five Stars Great book!
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